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Glossary
Audience – People who assist a session
given by a lecturer
Audience, local – audience that is in the
same physical space of the lecturer
Audience, remote – audience that is in a
different space of the lecturer
Connection – A network bound between
our system and other systems

Contact policies – Define an action to a
contact, like accept or reject connections
from that contact automatically
Lecturer – The person who gives a lecture
during a session
Presentation device – Some device that is
connected to our system (laptop, VCR/DVD
player or TV) and is used to present an
image.

Connection supporter – device like a
modem, router or another device that is
used to establish an internet connection

Record – Videoconference session that has
been recorded and saved in a hard drive

Contact – An indication of the address of
the other remote location

Session – Event that occurs within a period
of time, and involves an audience and a
lecturer
Storage device – The hard drive of the
system
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1. Introduction
This work is about the modulation of a system using usage centered design techniques. The
system that we had to design is a controller for managing a videoconference facility like the
ones at the university.
Normally, the videoconference facility is a conventional lecture hall that has a presentation
area with three projectors and projection screens, two video cameras, microphones and
speakers.
For each pair of seat in the audience there is a microphone and a LED to indicate when it is
active, so that people could use to talk. The speakers are located at the front and each side of
the room.
There are two projectors, a left and a right that project in the left and right screens,
respectively at the front of the room; the other projector, projects on a screen at the back of
the room.
There are two cameras, one at the front facing toward the audience, another at the back
facing forward the presentation area.
The system is implemented on a Windows XP PC, and equipped with a 15-inch SXGA
capacitive-coupled touch screen, and it is connected to the internet. It accepts video feeds as
computer video input or analog video. External audio feeds are also supported. Has a 1
terabyte hard drive.
For the modulation of the system that controls the videoconference, we started doing activity
modeling, to understand the context in which the system is involved, the people that may
interact with it and how they will use the system. Next we done user profiles maps. User
profiles maps gave us the relations between the different roles that users can play in the
system. After this, we did the system architecture using WISDOM notation. The architecture of
the system gave us an idea of how the system is organized, what are the components that had
to be in the system interface, the responsibility of each element in the system, so we can
determine if that element is really important or not. Canonical abstract prototypes were the
next step. It gave us the idea of the layout of the application. Finally we did the high fidelity
prototypes, detailed visual designs, which it he last step in the process, and show us how the
system interface will be.
This work was based on the techniques learned from the lessons of Larry Constantine and
Nuno J. Nunes.
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2. Activity modeling
The first thing to do is the activity modeling. The activity modeling will give us data about the
context of the problem, the participants that are involved in the activities and how are they
performed. So, there are these three phases to do in activity modeling, Context, Participants
and Performance.

2.1 Context
In the context, we search for the activities that can be done while using the video conference
system. It’s important to understand things like what are the activities, their purpose, the
people who do it, when they are done, things like that.

2.1.1 Activity Inventory
To determine the activities, we did a “brainstorm”. Eventually, the list of activities changed
during the project, because at the later stages of the project we understood better the
problem. The changes made were the identification of more potential activities, and the
modification from some of the first ones activities, to tasks of other activities.
Activity Inventory (Obsolete)
The activities firstly obtained through “brainstorm” were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Accept connection
Activate incoming sound
Activate outgoing sound
Add contact to list
Backward recorded session
Choose contact from list
Choose remote site views
Choose screen
Decrease volume
Delete recorded session
Display image from another computer screen
Export session
Find stored recorded session
Forward recorded session
Hung up remote connection
Increase volume
Make connection
Mute incoming sound
Mute outgoing sound
Pause recorded session
Play recorded session
Record session
Re-establish connection
Remove contact from list
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Stop recorded session
Turn off screen
Turn on screen
Zoom in image
Zoom out image

However, these activities above were turned obsolete at the end, because during this project
our list of activities changed to these activities:
Activity Inventory
1. Activating a microphone
2. Browsing contact list
3. Giving a lecture
4. Handling contact list
5. Handling image
6. Handling screens
7. Handling session
8. Handling sound
9. Making connection
10. Receiving a lecture
11. Receiving connection
12. Recording session
13. Retrieving a recorded session
14. Setting volume
15. Videoconference preparation
16. Watching a recorded session
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2.1.2 Activity Map
After the list of activities, we made an activity map to relate the different activities.
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connection

ed

Handling sound

includes

Setting volume

Activating a
microphone

Figure 1: Activity map

2.1.3 Activity Profiles
Finally, we characterized each one of the activities, to understand its nature. For each activity
we will give its purpose, place and time, participation and performance.
Activity 1: Activating a microphone
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to activate the microphone and speak through the
videoconference.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, at anytime during a
videoconference session, which is about 1-3 hours.
Participation: In this activity, the audience people may use the microphones to say something.
Artifacts included are the microphones, connection supporter (outgoing sound) and the
videoconference controller system itself. Other systems involved are: - the sound system
(sound from the microphones), the camera system (capture image of the person who activates
the microphone), and the projector system (show the person who activates the microphone).
Performance: The activity of activating a microphone is not directly interacting with the
videoconference controlling system, but indirectly the audience interacts with the users who
could be handling the session. This activity happens during a videoconference session
handling. It may interfere indirectly with other activities, for example if the sound of the
microphones is too low or in mute state.
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Product: This activity should have an interaction space where the videoconference controller
could control the microphones sound volume, or mute them.

Activity 2: Browsing contact list
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to search and choose a contact in the list of contacts.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room when someone wants to search for
a contact.
Participation: In this activity, someone will browse the contact list, that person will search
and/or choose a contact. Artifacts included are the contact list and the videoconference
controller system itself.
Performance: The activity of browsing a contact list is included in the activities of making a
connection and handling a contact list. When the user wishes to insert a contact for making a
connection, he may use a contact memorized on the list. This activity may have some pressure
if we want to receive a remote lecture and we’re late to establish a connection with them, so
browsing for a contact must be easy in that case.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could browse through a list
of remote location contacts.

Activity 3: Giving a lecture
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to give a lecture to a local and/or remote audience.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, and could take about 1-3 hours
medium.
Participation: In this activity, the lecturer is the main participant, but we should consider the
audience (local and remote) too. Artifacts used in this activity may be the presentation device
which aids the lecturer, and the lecturer microphone.
Performance: The activity of giving a lecture to a remote audience will happen at the same
time as the videoconference session handling. The main objective of the lecturer is to give a
lecture, so we have to take in consideration that he won’t be paying too much attention to the
videoconference controller system.
Product: The videoconference controller system shouldn’t interfere too much while the
lecturer gives a lecture, but it should support him during a videoconference session. For
example, when the lecturer is giving a lecture, and the system receives a trusted remote
connection, it should accept it automatically, but when those remote connections is not yet
trusted in the contact policies, the system should alert the lecturer about if he wants to accept
or not the connection.

Activity 4: Handling contact list
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to handle the contact list. The contact list is where
remote locations contacts may be memorized, so when a connection is to be made, there will
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be no need for the user to remember the destination contact that he wishes to start with a
videoconference session.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, at anytime.
Participation: In this activity, someone will handle the contact list, and that person may be
responsible for maintaining contacts (adding or removing) and their policies. Artifacts included
are the contact list and the videoconference controller system itself.
Performance: The activity of handling the contact list involves setting contact policies. Contact
policies are rules that we can apply for each contact, such accepting always an incoming
connection from a certain remote location. Also, it involves adding and removing contacts
from the list. This activity includes the activity of browsing the contact list.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could see the list of contacts,
and ways of handling those contacts.

Activity 5: Handling image
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to handle the image of the screens, like the image
brightness and contrast.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room normally during or before starting a
videoconference session, or anytime when something is being displayed in the screens.
Participation: In this activity, normally the person who controls the session. The artifacts
involved in this activity are the presentation device, connection supporter (incoming images)
and the videoconference controller system itself. Other systems are involved: - the projection
system (handling projected image characteristics), remote locations systems (for example,
images sent by remote locations could be very dark).
Performance: During this activity it’s possible to handle the image settings of the screens,
where the user can set the image color brightness or contrast. This activity is included in the
handling screens when a videoconference session is taking place, and it’s possible to happen at
the same time that we’re watching a recorded session. It must be possible to handle the image
characteristics for at least three different screens (presentation screen, presenter screen,
audience screen). This activity could be done by audience reaction to the image quality (for
example, the audience can’t see clearly the remote presentation because it’s to dark or the
color levels are so aggressive that they can’t read anything, this activity must be done by
someone).
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control the image
settings, and it should be possible to handle at least three different screen image
characteristics.
Activity 6: Handling screens
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to manipulate the screens where the videoconference
images (presenter, audiences and presentation) are shown.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room normally during or at the
preparation for a videoconference session.
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Participation: The person, who controls the session, and the projectors/screens, are the
participants. Also a presentation device (laptop, VCR/DVD player or TV), linked to the system
for showing a presentation or displaying other things on the presentation screen, is a
participant. The artifacts involved in this activity are the presentation device, connection
supporter (sending image/sound of the presentation) and the videoconference controller
system itself. Other systems are involved: - the projection system (showing the image of the
presentation), sound system (sounds of the presentation) and the remote locations systems
(through the connection supporter).
Performance: During this activity it’s possible to handle the screens, where the user can switch
images between screens, display a presentation from his presentation device or turn them off.
This activity includes handling the image in the screens (color brightness, contrast, etc.) and it’s
possible to execute this activity during a videoconference session.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control what we want
to show in the screens and where.

Activity 7: Handling Session
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to support a videoconference session and handle it,
like hung up remote connections or re-establish failed connections
Place and Time: This activity takes place during a videoconference session at a class room, and
its duration is the same as a session, which usually takes 1-3 hours. This activity is done at the
same time a local lecturer is giving a lecture or when a local audience is receiving a remote
lecture. The lecturer could be the same person who handles the session, so this activity could
be done under some pressure.
Participation: In this activity, we have connections being sent by remote locations, and we
have a person who accepts them and also has the power to hang up connections, usually this
person is the lecturer when he is giving a lecture to a remote audience or a person who
controls the session while the local audience receives a remote lecture. The session handler
could be one person who might be the lecturer or another person who supports the lecturer.
Artifacts included are the connection supporter and the videoconference controller system
itself.
Performance: This activity includes other activities such as receiving a connection during a
videoconference session. At the same time as the session handler, there are other possible
activities: - retrieve and play a previously recorded session, handle screens and sound, and
record the session, activating a microphone for speaking through the videoconference, giving
or receiving a lecture. This activity could be intense when the lecturer is the same person who
handles the session.
This activity is possible when a connection is made with a least one remote location.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control connections
during a session, such as hanging a connection, re-establishing a connection in case it goes
down, and it should be possible to see additional information such the number of remote
locations and their identifications.
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Activity 8: Handling sound
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to handle the sound during a videoconference session.
Handling the sound, could be muting or activating microphones and sound speakers.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, at anytime during a
videoconference session, which is about 1-3 hours.
Participation: In this activity, the person who handles sound could be the same person who
handles the session. Artifacts included are the microphones, connection supporter
(incoming/outgoing sound) and the videoconference controller system itself. Other systems
are: - the sound system and the remote locations (for incoming sound through the connection
supporter).
Performance: The activity of handling sound includes muting and activating sound activities
(incoming and outgoing), and includes the activity of setting the volume. This activity can be
done during a videoconference session.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control the sound
during a session.

Activity 9: Making connection
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to send a connection request to a remote location (or
various locations).
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room before establishing a connection
with a remote location.
Participation: In this activity, someone will insert the remote contact to connect them.
Artifacts included are the connection supporter (for making a connection request), the contact
list (connect to usual contacts) and the videoconference controller system itself. The other
systems involved are the remote locations (this participation is through the connection
controller).
Performance: This activity is included in the handle session activity, where we could connect
with a remote location before starting a videoconference session. It’s possible to make a
connection to a remote location while the lecture is already started. For connecting to a
remote location it may be possible to insert the contact by writing it down, or by choosing it
from the contact list. This activity may have some pressure if we want to receive a remote
lecture and we’re late to establish a connection with them.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could insert a contact to
connect.

Activity 10: Receiving connection
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to give a chance for the user to accept or reject an
incoming connection of videoconference.
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Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room normally before starting a
videoconference session, but could also be during an already started videoconference session
with multi-remote audiences when some other remote audience wants to join.
Participation: In this activity, normally the person who controls the session has the power to
accept or reject incoming connections from remote locations, and that makes him a
participant in this activity. Artifacts included are the connection supporter (for receiving a
connection request), the contact list (for receiving automatically trusted contacts connections)
and the videoconference controller system itself. The other systems involved are the remote
locations (this participation is through the connection controller).
Performance: This activity is included in the handle session activity, where we could accept or
reject incoming connections, during a session or before starting it. The incoming connection is
not accepted until someone chooses to accept it. If a lecturer is giving a lecture to multiremote locations and he is the same person who handles the videoconference session, he may
be distracted giving the lecture while some remote location decides joins lately the session. So
this last problem must be considered as giving a little pressure to the user.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could see who’s sending a
connecting, and to give us the chance of accepting or rejecting.

Activity 11: Receiving lecture
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to receive a lecture.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, and could take about 1-3 hours
medium.
Participation: In this activity, the local audience people and the remote lecturer (maybe local
too).
Performance: The activity of receiving a lecture is concurrent with the handling
videoconference session activity. In this activity the local audience receives a remote lecture,
so we should take in consideration all possible interferences to the videoconference controller
system, inherent in this activity.

Activity 12: Recording session
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to record a videoconference session, and store it.
Place and Time: This activity happens at the moment when someone starts recording a
videoconference session in a class room, and finishes when the session terminates or when
someone stops it. This activity could take the same time as a conference session which is about
1-3 hours.
Participation: In this activity, the person who controls the videoconference system could be
the responsible for recording the session. This could be the lecturer or the person who
supports him, and in case of recording a remote lecture, this person could be a responsible for
controlling the system while a local audience assists the lecture. The artifacts involved in this
activity are the storage device, the microphones, the connection supporter (incoming images
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and sound), the presentation device and the videoconference controller system itself. Other
systems are involved in this activity: - the camera system (local images), the sound system
(local sound) and the remote locations systems (through the connection supporter).
Performance: This activity is concurrent with the handle session activity, and it’s optional.
Recording a session could be done with little pressure, as one person could start recording at
the beginning of a session, and leaving the system recording it alone. But, it’s possible for one
person to stop or pause recording.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control the recording
of a session.

Activity 13: Retrieving a recorded session
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to retrieve a previously recorded session that is stored
in the system.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room when someone searches and loads a
previously recorded session on the system. This activity could take from a few second to
minutes.
Participation: In this activity, the person who searches for the recorded session is the
participant of this activity. The artifacts involved in this activity are the storage device, and the
videoconference controller system itself.
Performance: This activity precedes the activity of watching a recorded session. This activity is
made by a person who wants to retrieve a previously recorded videoconference session. This
activity may be done during a videoconference session handling, so in that case this activity
could have the objective of showing a previously recorded session to a remote audience.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could search and retrieve a
recorded session.

Activity 14: Setting Volume
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to set the sound volume during session or a playback
of a recorded session.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, at anytime during a
videoconference session or a playback of a recorded session, which is about 1-3 hours.
Participation: In this activity, the person who sets the sound volume could be the same person
who handles the session, or the person who playbacks the recorded session. Other indirectly
involved people are the audience or lecturers who could have something to say about the
sound volume levels (for example, microphone sound level too low, or a playback sound level
too high). Artifacts included are the microphones, connection supporter (incoming/outgoing
sound) and the videoconference controller system itself. Other systems are: - the sound
system and the remote locations (for incoming sound through the connection supporter).
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Performance: The activity of setting the sound volume is included in the activity of handling
sound. This activity could happen at any time during a playback of a recorded session.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could set the sound volume.

Activity 15: Videoconference preparation
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to prepare the system to a videoconference session.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room, before a videoconference session.
Normally it takes 5 to 10 minutes.
Participation: In this activity, the videoconference controller and the lecturer are the
participants. Artifacts used in this activity may be the contact list, where we could add some
new contacts or remove; and the presentation device (laptop, VCR/DVD player or a TV) for the
lecturer.
Performance: The activity of preparing a videoconference is made before starting a session. It
involves the connection with remote locations, or setting up the screens (displaying the image
of an external presentation device). This activity precedes the handling session activity.

Activity 16: Watching a recorded session
Purpose: The objective of this activity is to play a previously recorded session, giving the users
the ability of navigating through the recorded session like a video player.
Place and Time: This activity takes place in the class room when someone plays the previously
recorded session. Usually it endures as long as the play time of the recorded session or as long
as one person plays and pauses the recorded session, which could be for 1-3 hours in some
cases.
Participation: In this activity, the person who plays the recorded session and the audience are
the participants. The artifacts involved in this activity are the storage device, connection
supporter (in case of transmitting for a remote audience a previously recorded session) and
the videoconference controller system itself. Other systems may be involved: - the sound
system, the projection system and the remote locations systems (through the connection
supporter).
Performance: During this activity it’s possible to handle the image and sound volume of the
recorded session. To watch a recorded session, the activity of retrieving the session from the
storage device must me made. This activity may be done for a remote audience, so this activity
can happen during a videoconference transmission.
Product: This activity should have an interaction space where we could control a playing
session and choose to play it for a remote audience.
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2.2 Participation
In the participation we identify the people who participate in each activity, so we have to do a
list of the people (actors and players), identify artifacts used by them, the roles that they can
do and other systems that can interact with your system (system actors), and see what are
their relation. In the end, we should characterize each one.
2.2.1 Participation Inventory
First of all, we identify the actors, system actors, players, artifacts. The list obtained was:
Artifacts: (User actors use it directly)







Storage device
Projection supporter
Presentation device
Microphone
Connection supporter
Contact list

Actor:


Videoconference Controller

System actors: (interact with the reference system, but aren’t used directly by user actors)





Remote Locations
Sound system
Camera system
Projectors System

Players:





Remote audience
Local audience
Local Lecturer
Remote Lecturer

Roles:





Session Controller
Connection Handler
Screen Handler
Sound Handler
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Record Handler
Recorder
Contact list handler

2.2.2 Participation Map
After the list we made a participation map, to see how these things are related.
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Figure 2: Participation map

2.2.3 Role Profiles
After the participation map we have done the role profiles, to understand better what is done
in each role. For each role we have identified, the activities in which this role is performed, its
purpose, the necessary background to execute this role, its characteristics and the impact that
this role can have in design.
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Role 1: Screen Handler
Activity: Handle screens, Handle image (refer to activity profiles for more details)
Purpose: The actor that executes this role, is supposed to define what will show up in each
screen, and to adjust the characteristics of the images like brightness
Background: Someone who is taking a course or have a degree in some area, with little or
none knowledge at all about the system, but can be used to make presentations with other
systems. So the people doing this role can have some experience with other systems but with
V-Conex can be novices.
Characteristics: This role may be played repeatedly, but infrequently during each session, 1-3
hours. It should be easy and fast to execute this role. We can expect some pressure since it
may be done during the session, and has to be done without interfering too much with it. In
some cases, the people who execute this role may have to be coordinated with the lecturer
and audience.
Design: accuracy and speed are important, so the system should provide an easy way of
choosing what will appear in each screen, and choose some characteristics of the image, like
brightness, position, etc.

Role 2: Sound handler
Activity: Handle sound, Set Volume (refer to activity profiles for more details)
Purpose: Control the sound that is coming in or going out in the videoconference session or in
a playback of a recorded session.
Background: Someone who is taking a course or have a degree in some area, with little or
none Knowledge at all about the system, but can be used to make presentations with other
systems. So the people doing this role can have some experience with other systems but with
V-Conex can be novices.
Characteristics: This role may be played repeatedly, but infrequently during each session, 1-3
hours, or when playing a recorded session. It should be easy and fast to execute this role. We
can expect some pressure when executed during the session, because has to be done without
interfering too much with it. In some cases, the people who execute this role may have to be
coordinated with the lecturer and the audience.
Design: accuracy and speed are important, so the system should provide an easy way of
choosing the level of each of the sounds of microphones (incoming and outgoing) or even to
mute them during the session. If we execute this role during a playback recorded session, the
only options we should have is control the level of sound since there is no point in control the
sound of the microphones.

Role 3: Record Handler
Activity: Retrieve recorded session, Watch recorded session
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Purpose: Choose what session the audience will watch, and can make play, pause or stop.
Background: Someone who knows how to play a video in a computer. This people can have
little experience with the system.
Characteristics: Role may be played repeatedly, but infrequently during each session, 1-3
hours. It should be easy and fast to execute this role. There should be little pressure when
executed. The person executing this role may interact with the audience or lecturer.
Design: It should be easy to search for a particularly session and play it. The commands to
control the video (like pause, play, and stop) and to control sound should be of easy access.

Role 4: Recorder
Activity: Record session
Purpose: Record a session, and if necessary interrupt the record and resume it later. In the
end it can gave some data to identify the recorded session and store it.
Background: Someone who knows how to save a video like in a video-recorder or DVD. The
people using it may not have knowledge about the system, but should know how to record a
video, for example in a DVD player or some similar device.
Characteristics: Role may be played repeatedly, but infrequently during each session, 1-3
hours. It should be easy and fast to execute this role. There should be little pressure when
executed. The person executing this role may interact with the audience or lecturer.
Design: It should be easy to access the different commands necessary to record a session (like
start record, pause record, stop record)

Role 5: Session Controller
Activity: Handle session, receive connection
Purpose: Supports a videoconference session, accepts new connections during the
videoconference session
Background: Someone who is used to control a conversation with multiple participants.
Characteristics: Role may be played repeatedly, but infrequently during each session, 1-3
hours. It should be easy and fast to execute this role. We should take in account that, this role
can be executed by the lecturer, and so, it should have some pressure when doing this role.
Design: Since it has some pressure associated, it should be easy to do it. It should have some
form of alerting the lecturer about a new incoming connection. The system should not perturb
the users, because they may be doing another task, so the system should handle the receiving
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connections and accept them if they are trusted and supposed to be in that videoconference
session.

Role 6: Connection handler
Activity: Videoconference preparation makes connection, receive connection, browse contact
list.
Purpose: Prepares the video conference by establishing the necessaries connections (choose
the contact in contact list) or receiving them.
Background: Possible the lecturer, which will dial up a connection to a remote location or a
person responsible for accepting a connection for a local audience. They should know how to
establish a connection.
Characteristics: Role may be played repeatedly and frequently when we are the first to
establish a videoconference session.
Design: The system should have some way of store and present the contacts, and not
confound them. Since it’s a frequent role, it should be easy and fast to learn, and the system
should use symbols that users already know.

Role 7: Contact list handler
Activity: handle contact list, browse contact list
Purpose: Handles the contact list, add/remove/actualize contacts
Background: Possible the lecturer, or someone who is responsible for knowing the contacts.
They should know the contacts and navigate through the list of contacts.
Characteristics: Role may be played repeatedly, but not very frequently. Can be done at any
time, but usually it’s done outside the videoconference session. There is no pressure at all. It
should be fast to do it. It may interact with the lecturer.
Design: The system should be easy of learning, since it’s not a very frequent task, using
symbols that the user already knows from other contact list. It should help the users
introducing the contacts, and have a way of Knowing if a contact is already on the contact list.
It should be flexible, and only ask for the essential information for establish the connection.
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2.3 Performance
In this phase, we identified a list of task and actions that can be performed, and how, during
the respective activities.

2.3.1 Task/Action Inventory

First we started making a list of possible tasks and actions for each activity:

Activity 1: Activating a microphone
Actions:


Pressing to talk

Activity 2: Browsing contact list
Tasks:




Choosing contacts
Navigating through contacts
Searching a contact

Activity 3: Giving a lecture
Actions:





Talking to an audience (local/remote)
Making a presentation
Making a speech
Asking questions to a remote audience

Activity 4: Handling contact list
Tasks:






Adding contact
Deleting contact
Undoing deletion
Editing contact
Setting contact policy

Action:


Giving contact information
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Trusting a contact

Activity 5: Handling image
Tasks:



Setting brightness
Setting contrast

Actions:


Requesting for a clearer image

Activity 6: Handling screens
Tasks:






Displaying image from a presentation device
Setting screens position
Choosing remote site views
Turning off screen
Turning on screen

Actions:


Requesting the remote site views that should be seen

Activity 7: Handling session
Tasks:





Hanging up remote connection
Re-establishing connection
Sending transmition of a recorded session
Terminating a videoconference session

Actions:


Videoconferencing with remote locations

Activity 8: Handling sound
Task:





Activating incoming sound
Muting incoming sound
Activating outgoing sound
Muting outgoing sound

Actions:
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Requesting to activate outgoing/incoming sound

Activity 9: Making connection
Tasks:


Making a connection

Activity 10: Receiving connection
Tasks:



Accepting connection
Rejecting connection

Activity 11: Receiving lecture
Actions:



Paying attention to a remote lecture
Asking/Responding questions to a remote lecturer

Activity 12: Recording session
Tasks:





Starting recording
Pausing recording
Stopping recording
Storing a recorded session

Activity 13: Retrieving a recorded session
Tasks:




Searching a recorded session
Deleting a recorded session
Undoing deletion

Activity 14: Setting volume
Tasks:



Adjusting microphone volume
Adjusting sound speakers volume

Actions:


Requesting for more listenable sound
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Activity 15: Videoconference preparation
Actions:





Initiating a videoconference session
Plugging a presentation device
Setting up screens position
Choosing presentation material

Activity 16: Watching a recorded session
Tasks:






Playing a recorded session
Stopping a recorded session
Pausing a recorded session
Forwarding a recorded session
Back warding a recorded session

2.3.2 Performance Map
From the task and action inventory seen in the precedent section, we made a performance
map, in which we related all the tasks and actions with the respective activities.
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We can see the relations between each activity, and what task/actions can be done in each
one of them. Finally, for each one of the task, we did their operational processes (or task
cases)

2.3.3 Operational Processes

T01: Choosing contacts
User intentions

System responsibilities
Show contacts

Choose the contacts
Memorize contacts
See which contacts where chosen

T02: Searching a contact
User intentions
Insert search details

System responsibilities
Search the contact
Show the result contacts

See the result contacts

T03: Adding contact
User intentions
Choose to add a contact

System responsibilities
Ask for details of the contact

Insert details about the contact
Save the details about contacts
See the newly added contact on the
container

T04: Deleting a contact
User intentions
Choose the contact to delete

System responsibilities
Retain deleted contact on the deleted
contact container
Delete contact from the contact container
Show contact container without deleted
contact

See changed contact container
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T05: Editing contact
User intentions
Choose the contact to change

System responsibilities
Show the contacts details

Change the details
Save the details
Show changed details
See changed contact

T06: Setting contact policy
User intentions
Choose the contact

System responsibilities
Ask for the policy to apply

Choose the policy
Save the policy
Show contact with policy
See contact policy

T07: Setting brightness
User intentions
Choose screen

System responsibilities
Retrieve Screen

Set level of brightness
Change image brightness of the chosen
screen
See changed brightness of the chosen screen

T08: Setting contrast
User intentions
Choose screen

System responsibilities
Retrieve Screen

Set level of contrast
Change image contrast of the chosen screen
See changed contrast of the chosen screen

T09: Displaying image from a presentation device
User intentions
System responsibilities
Choose presentation device
Communicate with device
Choose screen
Set screen for the chosen presentation device
View image from the presentation device
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T10: Choosing remote site views
User intentions
Choose remote site views for the remote
audience screen

System responsibilities

Arrange remote audience screen to show the
chosen views
Show the chosen views
View the remote views

T11: Turning off screen
User intentions
Choose screen to turn off

System responsibilities
Retrieve Screen

Turn off
Turn off projector
See chosen screen turned off

T12: Turning on screen
User intentions
Choose screen to turn on

System responsibilities
Retrieve Screen

Turn on
Turn on projector
See chosen screen turned on

T13: Hanging up remote connection
User intentions

System responsibilities
Show active connections

Choose to hang up connection
Hang up the chosen connection
Inform that the connection has been hanged
up
See state of the current connections

T14: Re-establishing connection
User intentions

System responsibilities
Show the lost connections
Try to re-establish connections
If can’t re-connect then { Inform user

Choose the connections to re-establish
Re-establishing connection }
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T15: Sending transmition of a recorded session
User intentions
System responsibilities
Choose a recorded session
Memorize the selected session
Transmit recorded session
Transmit the session to the chosen remote
location
Provide record player controls to user
See the transmition and control the recorded
session

T16: Activating incoming sound
User intentions
Request to activate incoming sound

System responsibilities
Activate the incoming sound
Inform that incoming sound is turned on

See incoming sound activated

T17: Muting incoming sound
User intentions
Request to mute incoming sound

System responsibilities
Mute the incoming sound
Inform that incoming sound is mute

See incoming sound muted

T18: Activating outgoing sound
User intentions
Request to activate outgoing sound

System responsibilities
Active the outgoing sound
Inform that outgoing sound is activated

See outgoing sound activated

T19: Muting outgoing sound
User intentions
Request to mute outgoing sound

System responsibilities
Mute the outgoing sound
Inform that outgoing sound is mute

See outgoing sound muted
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T20: Making a connection
User intentions
Insert contacts to make a connection

System responsibilities
Connect to the chosen remote locations
Inform user about connections

See connections information

T21: Accepting connection
User intentions

System responsibilities
Inform that is receiving a connection
Show details of connection

Accept the connection
Accept connection
Show current connections
See current active connections

T22: Rejecting connection
User intentions

System responsibilities
Inform that is receiving a connection
Show details of connection

Reject the connection
Reject connection
See current active connections

T23: Starting recording
User intentions
Ask to record session

System responsibilities
Start record the session
Inform that session is being recorded

See that the session is being recorded

T24: Pausing recording
User intentions
Ask to pause the record

System responsibilities
Pause the record
Inform that the record is paused

See that the recording is paused
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T25: Stopping recording
User intentions
Ask to stop the record

System responsibilities
Stop the record
Inform that the session is no longer being
recorded

See that the recording is stopped

T26: Storing a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to store the recorded session

System responsibilities
Ask for details of the recorded session

Insert details of the session
Store session and details
Inform user about the storage result
See the result of the storage of the session

T27: Searching a recorded session
User intentions
Insert search details

System responsibilities
Search for session
Show results

See the results

T28: Deleting a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to delete a recorded session

System responsibilities
Show the recorded sessions

Choose the session to delete
Retain deleted recorded session on the
deleted recorded sessions container
Remove recorded session from the recorded
sessions container
Show recorded sessions container without
deleted recorded session
See changed recorded sessions container

T29: Adjusting microphone volume
User intentions
Ask to adjust microphone volume

System responsibilities
Show the level of volume

Adjust level of volume
Change microphone volume
See changed microphone volume
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T30: Adjusting sound speakers volume
User intentions
Ask to adjust sound speakers volume

System responsibilities
Show sound speakers volume

Adjust sound speakers volume
Change sound speakers volume
See changed sound speakers volume

T31: Playing a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to play a recorded session

System responsibilities
Play the recorded session

See the recorded being played

T32: Stopping a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to stop a recorded session

System responsibilities
Stop recorded session
Inform that session is stopped

See that the recorded session is stopped

T33: Pausing a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to pause recorded session

System responsibilities
Pause recorded session
Inform that session is paused

See that the recorded session is paused

T34: Forwarding a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to forward recorded session

System responsibilities
Forward recorded session
Inform that session is being forwarded

Forward to the desired point

T35: Backwarding a recorded session
User intentions
Ask to backward recorded session

System responsibilities
Backward recorded session
Inform that session is being back warded

Backward to the desired point
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T36: Initiating a videoconference session
User intentions
Ask to initiate a session

System responsibilities
Activate Videoconference System
Inform that the system is activated

See that the system is activated

T37: Terminating a videoconference session
User intentions
System responsibilities
Ask to terminate session
Ask for confirmation
Confirm
Shutdown Videoconference System
Inform that the videoconference system is
terminated
See that the videoconference system is
terminated

T38: Undoing deletion
User intentions
Ask to undo a deletion

System responsibilities
Restore deleted item
Inform that the item was restored

See that the item was restored

3. User profiles map
In this section we present how the different roles that an actor can perform and their
relations. Next we present a matrix which relates roles with tasks.
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Figure 4: User profiles map

We can see that the role of Session Controller includes some characteristics of other roles,
making it almost the most important role of the system.

3.1 Role-Support Matrix
According with the next list of roles, we made a role-support matrix to associate each role with
the tasks which they can perform.
List of roles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Screen Handler
Sound Handler
Record Handler
Recorder
Session Controller
Connection Handler
Contact List Handler

Table 1: Role-Support Matrix

Role 1
T01
T02
T03
T04
T05

Role 2

Role 3

Role 4

Role 5

Role 6
X
X

Role 7
X
X
X
X
X
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T06
T07
T08
T09
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19
T20
T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

Observation: The task codes showed in the table can be consulted at section 2.3.3 of this
document.

4. System architecture
To build the system architecture, first we needed to build activity diagrams, and these were
built according with the operational processes. Then the conceptual architecture was
extracted from those activity diagrams using WISDOM notation (Nunes, et al.).

4.1 Activity diagrams
For each task we made a diagram with the user intentions and the system responsibilities, and
along with each diagram there is the respective extracted conceptual architecture. The
notation used for the conceptual architecture is the WISDOM notation (Nunes, et al.):
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«interaction
space»

«task»

«control»

«entity»

«boundary»

Where:






«interaction space» is used to model interactions between the user and the system. It
represents a space within a user interface, where tasks can be done by a human user.
«task» is used to model a sequence of interactions between a user and the system.
«control» is used to model some kind of process made by the system. It represents
coordination, sequencing, transactions and control of other elements/objects.
«entity» is used to model some kind of element that represents a real entity, and
holds information about that element.
«boundary» is used to model the interaction between the system and external
systems, and it involves receiving information from and to external systems.
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Figure 5: Activity Diagram - Choosing Contacts
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T02: Searching a contact
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Figure 6: Activity Diagram - Searching a contact
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Figure 7: Activity Diagram - Adding contact
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Contact

T04: Deleting a contact
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose the contact to deleted

Change the state of the
contact to deleted

Contact
Browser

Choose
Contacts

Show contact container
without deleted contact

See changed
contact container

Contact
Handler

Contact

Delete
Contacts

Figure 8: Activity Diagram - Deleting contact

T05: Editing contact
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose the contact to change

Show the contacts details

Change the details

Save the details

See changed contact

Contact
Browser

Choose
Contacts

Contact Editor

Edit details

Contact
Handler

Show changed details

Figure 9: Activity Diagram - Editing contact
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Contact

T06: Setting contact policy
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose the contact
Ask for the policy to apply

Choose the policy

Save the policy

Show contact with policy
See contact policy

Contact
Browser

Choose
Contacts

Contact Policy

Choose policy

Contact
Handler

Contact

Policy

Figure 10: Activity Diagram - Setting contact policy

T07: Setting brightness
User intentions

System responsabilities

Choose screen

Retrieve Screen

Set level of brightness

See changed brightness
of the chosen screen

Change image brightness of the chosen screen

Image
Definition

Choose
Screen

Set Brightness

Screen
Handler

Image Handler

Figure 11: Activity Diagram - Setting brightness
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Projection
System

T08: Setting contrast
User intentions

System responsabilities

Choose screen
Retrieve Screen

Set level of contrast

See changed contrast
of the chosen screen

Change image contrast of the chosen screen

Image
Definition

Screen
Handler

Choose
Screen

Set Contrast

Projection
System

Image Handler

Figure 12: Activity Diagram - Setting contrast

T09: Displaying image from a presentation device
User intentions

System responsabilities

Choose presentation device
Comunicate with device

Choose screen

Set screen for the chosen presentation device
Screen
Browser

Choose
Device

Device
Handler

Presentation
Device

View image from
the presentation device
Choose
Screen

Screen
Handler

Figure 13: Activity Diagram - Displaying image from a presentation device
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Projection
System

T10: Choosing remote site views
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose remote site views
for the remote audience screen

Arrange remote audience screen
to show the chosen views

Show the chosen view
View the remote views

Remote Sites
Views

Choose
remote views

Screen
Handler

Projection
System

Figure 14: Activity Diagram - Choosing remote site views

T11: Turning off screen
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose screen to turn off

Retrieve Screen

Turn off

Screen
Browser
See chosen screen turned off

Choose
Screen

Screen
Handler

Turn off projector
Turn off
Screen

Figure 15: Activity Diagram - Turning off screen
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Projection
System

T12: Turning on screen
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Choose screen to turn on

Retrieve Screen

Turn on
Choose
Screen

Screen
Browser
See chosen screen turned on

Screen
Handler

Projection
System

Turn on projector
Turn on
Screen

Figure 16: Activity Diagram - Turning on screen

T13: Hanging up remote connection
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Show active connections

Choose to hang up connection

Hang up the chosen connection

See the state of the current connections

Inform that the connection
has been hanged up

Connection
Browser

Hang up
connection

Connection
Handler

Figure 17: Activity Diagram - Hanging up remote connection
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Remote
Locations

T14: Re-establishing connection
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Show the lost connections

Try to re-establish lost connection

Not
reconnected
Inform user
Choose the connections to re-establish

Re-establishing connections

Remote
Locations

Connection
Handler

Choose
Connections

Connection
Browser

Re-connect

Figure 18: Activity Diagram - Re-establishing connection

T15: Sending transmition of a recorded session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Choose a recorded session

Memorize the selected record

Provide record player controls to user
Recorded
Session
Browser

Transmit recorded session

Choose
Recorded
Session

Record
Handler

Transmit
Recorded
Session

Connection
Handler

Record

Transmit the recorded session to a remote audience

See the transmition and control
the recorded session

Figure 19: Activity Diagram - Sending transmition of a recorded session
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Remote
Locations

T16: Activating incoming sound
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Request to activate incoming sound

Activate the incoming sound
Speakers
Controller
See incoming sound activated

Activate
Incoming
Sound

Sound Handler

Sound System

Inform that incoming sound is turned on

Figure 20: Activity Diagram - Activating incoming sound

T17: Muting incoming sound
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Request to mute incoming sound

Mute the incoming sound

See incoming sound muted

Inform that incoming sound is mute

Speakers
Controller

Mute Incoming
Sound

Sound Handler

Figure 21: Activity Diagram - Muting incoming sound
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Sound System

T18: Activating outgoing sound
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Request to activate outgoing sound

Active the outgoing sound
Microphone
Controller

See outgoing sound activated

Activate
Outgoing
Sound

Sound Handler

Microphones

Inform that outgoing sound is activated

Figure 22: Activity Diagram - Activating outgoing sound

T19: Muting outgoing sound
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Request to mute outgoing sound

Mute the outgoing sound
Microphone
Controller

See outgoing sound muted

Mute Outgoing
Sound

Sound Handler

Inform that outgoing sound is mute

Figure 23: Activity Diagram - Muting outgoing sound
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Microphones

T20: Making a connection
User intentions

System responsabilities

Insert contacts to make a connection
Connection
Dialer

Insert contact

Make
Connection

Connect to the chosen remote location

Contact
Handler

Contact

Connection
Handler

Remote
Locations

Inform user about connections
See connections information

Figure 24: Activity Diagram - Making a connection

T21: Accepting connection
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Inform that is receiving a connection

Show details of connection

Accept the connection

Accept connection
Connection
Receiver

Accept
incoming
connection

Connection
Handler

Show current connections
See current active connections

Figure 25: Activity Diagram - Accepting connection
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Remote
Locations

T22: Rejecting connection
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Inform that is receiving a connection

Show details of connection

Connection
Receiver

Reject the connection

Reject
incoming
connection

Connection
Handler

Remote
Locations

Reject connection

See current active connections

Figure 26: Activity Diagram - Rejecting connection

T23: Starting recording
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to record session

Start record the session

Inform that session is being recorded

See that the session is being
recorded

Recording
Controller

Record
Session

Recording
Handler

Session

Record

Figure 27: Activity Diagram - Starting recording
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T24: Pausing recording
System
responsabilities

User intentions

Ask to pause the record

Pause the record

See that the recording is paused

Inform that the record is paused

Recording
Controller

Pause Session
Recording

Recording
Handler

Session

Record

Figure 28: Activity Diagram - Pausing recording

T25: Stopping recording
User
intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to stop the record

Stop the record

Inform that the session is no longer being recorded

Recording
Controller

Stop Session
Recording

Recording
Handler

See that the recording
is stopped

Session

Record

Figure 29: Activity Diagram - Stopping recording
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T26: Storing a recorded session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to store the recorded session

Ask for details of the recorded session

Insert details of the session

Recording
Controller

Store Record

Recording
Handler

Session

Store session and details
Record

See the result of the storage
of the session

Inform user about the storage result

Figure 30: Activity Diagram - Storing a recorded session

T27: Searching a recorded session
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Insert search details

Search for session

Show results
See the results
Recorded
Session
Browser

Search
Recorded
Session

Record
Handler

Figure 31: Activity Diagram - Searching a recorded session
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Record

T28: Deleting a recorded session
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to delete a recorded session
Show the recorded sessions

Choose the session to delete
Change the state of
the recorded session

Recorded
Session
Browser

Show recorded sessions container
without removed session

Choose
Recorded
Session

Record
Handler

Record

Delete
Recorded
Session

See changed
recorded sessions container

Figure 32: Activity Diagram - Deleting a recorded session

T29: Adjusting microphone volume
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to adjust microphone volume

Show the level of volume

Adjust level of volume

Change microphone volume

See changed microphone volume
Microphone
Controller

Set
Microphone
Volume

Sound Handler

Figure 33: Activity Diagram - Adjusting microphone volume
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Microphones

T30: Adjusting sound speaker’s volume
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to adjust sound speakers volume

Show sound speakers volume

Adjust sound speakers volume

Change sound speakers volume

See changed sound speakers volume

Speakers
Controller

Set Speakers
Volume

Sound Handler

Sound System

Figure 34: Activity Diagram - Adjusting sound speaker’s volume

T31: Playing a recorded session
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to play a recorded session

Play the recorded session

See the recorded session being played

Record Player

Play a Record

Player Handler

Figure 35: Activity Diagram - Playing a recorded session
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Record

T32: Stopping a recorded session
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to stop a recorded session
Stop recorded session

Inform that session is stopped
See that the recorded session
is stopped
Record Player

Stop a Record

Player Handler

Record

Figure 36: Activity Diagram - Stopping a recorded session

T33: Pausing a recorded session
User intentions

System
responsabilities

Ask to pause recorded session

Pause recorded session

See that the recorded session
is paused

Inform that session is paused

Record Player

Pause a
Record

Player Handler

Figure 37: Activity Diagram - Pausing a recorded session
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Record

T34: Forwarding a recorded session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to forward recorded session
Forward recorded session

Inform that session is being forward

Forward to the desired point
Record Player

Forward a
Record

Player Handler

Record

Figure 38: Activity Diagram - Forwarding a recorded session

T35: Backwarding a recorded session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to backward recorded session

Backward recorded session

Inform that session is being backwarded

Backward to the desired point

Record Player

Backward a
Record

Player Handler

Figure 39: Activity Diagram - Backwarding a recorded session
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Record

T36: Initiating a videoconference session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to initiate a session

Activate Videoconference System

Projection
System

Inform that the system is activated

See that the system is activated
Camera System

Session
Controller

Initiate a
session

Activate
Videoconrerence
System
Microphones

Sound System

Figure 40: Activity Diagram - Initiating a videoconference session

T37: Terminating a videoconference session
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to terminate a session

Ask for confirmation

Confirm

See that the videoconference
system is terminated

Shutdown Videoconference System

Projection
System

Inform that the videoconference
system is terminated

Camera System

Session
Controller

Terminate a
session

Shutdown
Videoconrerence
System
Microphones

Sound System

Figure 41: Activity Diagram - Terminating a videoconference session
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T38: Undoing deletion
User intentions

System responsabilities

Ask to undo a deletion

Restore deleted item

Inform that item was restored

Contact
Browser

See that item is restored

Contact
Undo Deletion

Undo Handler

Record

Recorded
Session
Browser

Figure 42: Activity Diagram - Undoing deletion

4.2 Conceptual Architecture
Based on the diagrams and respective extracted architectures, seen in the previous section, we
used WISDOM notation to make the conceptual architecture of all the vConex system (Nunes,
et al.).
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Choose
Contacts

Navigate

Search contact

Contact
Browser

Add Contact

Contact
Handler

Contact

Delete
Contacts

Undoing
deletion

Undo
Handler

Policy
Contact Editor

Contact Policy

Connection
Browser

Edit details

Choose policy

View Active
Connections

Connection
Handler

Remote
Locations

Hang up
connections

Choose Connections

Re-connect

Connection
Dialer

Insert
Contact

Make
Connection

Connection
Receiver

Accept
incoming
connection

Reject
incoming
connection

Recorded
Session Browser

Transmit Recorded
Session

Choose
Recorded
Session

Record
Handler

Record

Figure 43: Conceptual Architecture (part 1 of 3)
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Image
Definition

Set
Brightness

Image
Handler

Projection
System

Set
Contrast

Choose
Screen

Screen
Browser

Choose
Device

Screen
Handler

Device
Handler

Camera
System

Presentation
Device

Turn off
screen

Turn on
screen

Remote
Sites Views

Recording
Controller

Choose remote
views

Record
Session

Recording
Handler

Pause Session
Recording

Session

Record (from part 1)

Stop Session
Recording

Store
Record

Recorded
Session
Browser
(from part 1)

Search Recorded
Session

Choose Recorded
Session (from part 1)
Record
Handler
(from part 1)
Delete Recorded
Session

Record
Player

Play a Record

Player
Handler

Stop a Record

Pause a Record

Forward a
Record

Backward a
Record

Figure 44: Conceptual Architecture (part 2 of 3)
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Speakers
Controller

Activate
Incoming
Sound

Sound
Handler

Sound
System

Mute Incoming
Sound

Set Speakers
Volume

Microphone
Controller

Activate
Outgoing
Sound

Microphones

Mute
Outgoing
Sound

Set
Microphone
Volume

Session
Controller

Initiate a
session

Terminate a
session

Activate
Videoconference
System

Projection System
(from part 2)

Shutdown
Videoconference
System

Camera
System
(from part 2)

Figure 45: Conceptual Architecture (part 3 of 3)

4.3 Class-Responsibilities-Collaboration cards
For each element of the previous conceptual architecture, we made the Class-ResponsibilitiesCollaboration cards. The objective of this phase was to clarify the possible ambiguities and to
document each element responsibilities.
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Interaction spaces

Class: <<interaction space>> Contact Browser
Description: Provides a mean of managing contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Receive contact details

<<task>> Choose contacts

- Show contact details

<<task>> Navigate

- Allow navigation through contacts

<<task>> Search contact

- Allow selecting contacts

<<task>> Add contact

-Allows adding or deleting contacts

<<task>> Delete Contacts

-Allows recovering contacts

<<task>> Undoing deletion

-Allows searching contacts

Class: <<interaction space>> Contact Editor
Description: Provides a mean of modifying contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Receive contacts details

<<task>> edit details

-Change contact details
-Show contact details

Class: <<interaction space>> Contact policy
Description: Provides a mean of adding a policy to a contact

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show the contact policy

<<task>> choose policy

-Allows changing the contact policy
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Class: <<interaction space>> Connection Browser
Description: Provides a mean of managing connections

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Shows current connections

<<task>> view active connections

-Allows hanging up connections

<<task>> hang up connections

-Allows selection of connections

<<task>> choose connection

-Allows reconnecting

<<task>> reconnect

Class: <<interaction space>> Connection dialer
Description: Provides a mean of establishing connections

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Allows inserting contacts

<<task>> insert contacts

-Allows making connections to remote

<<task>> make connection

locations

Class: <<interaction space>> Connection receiver
Description: Provides a mean of accept or reject a connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show incoming connections

<<task>> accept incoming connection

- Allows rejecting or accepting

<<task>> reject incoming connection

connections
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Class: <<interaction space>> Recorded Session Browser
Description: Provides a mean of managing recorded sessions

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show recorded sessions

<<task>> transmit recorded session

-Allows selection of recorded sessions

<<task>> choose recorded session

-Allows searching recorded sessions

<<task>> search recorded session

-Allows deletion of recorded sessions

<<task>> delete recorded session

-Allows recover of recording sessions

<<task>> Undo Deletion

Class: <<interaction space>> Image Definition
Description: Provides a mean of changing the image definition of a screen

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Allows setting image brightness

<<task>> set brightness

- Allows setting image contrast

<<task>> set contrast

- Show screens

<<task>> choose screen

-Allows selections of screens
-Show brightness and contrast levels

Class: <<interaction space>> Screen Browser
Description: Provides a mean of managing screens

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show screens

<<task>> choose screen

- Show devices

<<task>> choose device

-Allows selection of screens

<<task>> turn off screen

-Allows selection of presentation devices

<<task>> turn on screen

-Allows turning on/off screens
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Class: <<interaction space>> Remote site views
Description: Provides a mean of managing multiple remote audiences views

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Allows selection of remote site views

<<task>> choose remote site views

-Shows remote site views

Class: <<interaction space>> Recording controller
Description: Provides a mean to control the recording of a session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show controls

<<task>> record session

-Allows start/pause/stop recording

<<task>> pause session recording

-Allows storing record

<<task>> stop session recording
<<task>> store record

Class: <<interaction space>> Record player
Description: Provides means of playing a record

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Allows play/pause/stop a record

<<task>> Play a record

-Allows forward/backward a record

<<task>> stop a record

-Show controls

<<task>> pause a record
<<task>> forward a record
<<task>> backward a record
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Class: <<interaction space>> Speakers controller
Description: Provides a mean of managing sound speakers

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show sound speakers volume

<<task>> activate incoming sound

-Allow to set volume of the sound

<<task>> mute incoming sound

speakers

<<task>> set speakers volume

-Allow to mute/activate incoming sound

Class: <<interaction space>> Microphone Controller
Description: Provides a mean of managing microphones

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Show microphones volume

<<task>> activate outgoing sound

-Allow to set volume of microphones

<<task>> mute outgoing sound

-Allow to mute/activate outgoing sound

<<task>> set microphone volume

Class: <<interaction space>> Session Controller
Description: Provides a mean of initiating and terminating a session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Allows initiate a session

<<task>> initiate a session

-Allows terminate a session

<<task>> terminate a session

Tasks

Class: <<task>> Choose contacts
Description: Used for selecting contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Selects contact

<<interaction space>> contact browser
<<control>> contact handler
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Class: <<task>> Navigate
Description: Used for navigating through information

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Navigates through contacts

<<interaction space>> contact browser
<<control>> contact handler

Class: <<task>> Search contact
Description: Used for searching a contact

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Transmit details for search

<<interaction space>> contact browser

-Obtain search results

<<control>> contact handler

Class: <<task>> Add contact
Description: Used for adding contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Transmit contact details

<<interaction space>> contact browser

-Add contact details

<<control>> contact handler

Class: <<task>> Delete contacts
Description: Used for delete contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Delete a contact

<<interaction space>> contact browser
<<control>> contact handler
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Class: <<task>> Undoing deletion
Description: Used for recovering a deleted contact or record

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Recover a contact or a record

<<interaction space>> contact browser
<<interaction space>> recorded session
browser
<<control>> undo handler

Class: <<task>> Edit details
Description: Used for changing contact or recorded session details

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Transmit changed details

<<interaction space>> contact editor

-Change details

<<control>> contact handler

Class: <<task>> Choose policy
Description: Used for changing a contact policy

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Transmit policy change

<<interaction space>> contact policy

-Change contact policy

<<control>> contact handler

Class: <<task>> View active connections
Description: Used to view current connections

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-View current connections

<<interaction space>> connection
browser
<<control>> connection handler
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Class: <<task>> Hang up connections
Description: used for hanging up a connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Hang up connection

<<interaction space>> connection
browser
<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Choose connections
Description: Used for selecting a connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Select a connection

<<interaction space>> connection
browser
<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Re-Connect
Description: Used for re-connecting a connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Re-connect a connection

<<interaction space>> connection
browser
<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Insert contact
Description: Used for inserting a contact

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Insert a contact by writing down or

<<interaction space>> connection dialer

choosing from a contact list

<<control>> contact handler

-Transmit contact
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Class: <<task>> Make connection
Description: Used for establishing a connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Make a connection with remote

<<interaction space>> connection dialer

Locations

<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Accept incoming connection
Description: Used for accepting an incoming connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Accept a incoming connection

<<interaction space>> connection
receiver
<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Reject incoming connection
Description: Used for rejecting an incoming connection

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Reject an incoming connection

<<interaction space>> connection
receiver
<<control>> connection handler

Class: <<task>> Transmit record session
Description: Used for transmitting a recorded session to a remote audience

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Transmit a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded session
browser
<<control>> connection handler
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Class: <<task>> Choose recorded session
Description: Used for selecting a recorded session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Select a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded session
browser
<<control>> record handler

Class: <<task>> Set Brightness
Description: Used for setting the brightness of a screen image

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Changing screen image brightness

<<interaction space>> image definition

-Transmit brightness level values

<<control>> image handler

Class: <<task>> Set contrast
Description: Used for setting the contrast of a screen image

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Changing screen image contrast

<<interaction space>> image definition

-Transmit contrast level values

<<control>> image handler

Class: <<task>> Choose screen
Description: Used for choosing a screen

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Select a screen

<<interaction space>> image definition
<<interaction space>> screen browser
<<control>> screen handler
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Class: <<task>> Choose device
Description: Used for choosing a presentation device

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Select a presentation device

<<interaction space>> screen browser
<<control>> device handler

Class: <<task>> Turn off screen
Description: Used for turning off a screen

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Turn off a screen

<<interaction space>> screen browser
<<control>> screen handler

Class: <<task>> Turn on screen
Description: Used for turning on a screen

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Turn on a screen

<<interaction space>> screen browser
<<control>> screen handler

Class: <<task>> Choose remote views
Description: Used for selecting remote location views for displaying on a screen, where the
screen is divided by the chosen remote location views. Used when having multiple remote
audience screens.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Select remote location views

<<interaction space>> remote site views
<<control>> screen handler
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Class: <<task>> Record session
Description: Used for start recording a session or resuming a recording.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Start or resume recording a session

<<interaction space>> recording
controller
<<control>> recording handler

Class: <<task>> Pause session recording
Description: Used for pausing a session recording. Later the recording can be resumed.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Pause a session recording

<<interaction space>> recording
controller
<<control>> recording handler

Class: <<task>> Stop session recording
Description: Used for stopping a session recording. This is used to finish a recording.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Finish a session recording

<<interaction space>> recording
controller
<<control>> recording handler

Class: <<task>> Store record
Description: Used for storing a recorded session. Used after stopping a session recording.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Store a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recording
controller
<<control>> recording handler
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Class: <<task>> Search recorded session
Description: Used for searching a recorded session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Search a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded session

-Transmit recorded session details

browser
<<control>> record handler

Class: <<task>> Delete recorded session
Description: Used for deleting a recorded session.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Delete a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded session
browser
<<control>> record handler

Class: <<task>> Play a record
Description: Used for playing a recorded session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Start or resume playing a recorded

<<interaction space>> recorded player

session.

<<control>> player handler

Class: <<task>> Stop a record
Description: Used for stop playing a recorded session. This will finish playing a recorded
session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Finish playing a recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded player
<<control>> player handler
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Class: <<task>> Pause a record
Description: Used to pause a playing recorded session. Later the recorded session playing
can be resumed.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Pauses the recorded session

<<interaction space>> recorded player
<<control>> player handler

Class: <<task>> Forward a record
Description: Used for forwarding a recorded session.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Forwards a recorded session until the

<<interaction space>> recorded player

user intervenes

<<control>> player handler

Class: <<task>> Backward a record
Description: Used to backward a recorded session.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Backwards a recorded session until the

<<interaction space>> recorded player

user intervenes

<<control>> player handler

Class: <<task>> Active incoming sound
Description: Used for activating a muted incoming sound.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Activates the sound from the speakers

<<interaction space>> speakers
controller
<<control>> sound handler
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Class: <<task>> Mute incoming sound
Description: Used for muting incoming sound.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Mutes the sound from the speakers

<<interaction space>> speakers
controller
<<control>> sound handler

Class: <<task>> Set speakers volume
Description: Used for setting the sound volume of the speakers

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Sets the sound volume of the speakers

<<interaction space>> speakers

-Transmits the sound volume level values

controller
<<control>> sound handler

Class: <<task>> Activate outgoing sound
Description: Used for activating the sound of the microphones

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

- Activates the sound from the

<<interaction space>> microphone

microphones

controller
<<control>> sound handler

Class: <<task>> Mute outgoing sound
Description: Used for muting the sound from the microphones.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Mutes the sound from the microphones

<<interaction space>> microphone
controller
<<control>> sound handler
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Class: <<task>> Set microphone volume
Description: Used for setting the microphones sound volume.

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Sets the volume of the microphones

<<interaction space>> microphone

-Transmits the volume level values

controller
<<control>> sound handler

Class: <<task>> Initiate a session
Description: Used for initiating a videoconference session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Initiate the projectors system

<<interaction space>> session controller

-Initiate the sound system

<<control>> activate videoconference

-Initiate the camera system

system

-Activate the microphones

Class: <<task>> Terminate a session
Description: Used for terminating a videoconference session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Terminate the projectors system

<<interaction space>> session controller

-Terminate the sound system

<<control>> shutdown videoconference

-Terminate the camera system

system

-Deactivate the microphones
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Controls

Class: <<control>> Contact Handler
Description: Manages contact information

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-retrieve contact information

<<entity>> contact

-transmit contact information

<<entity>> policy

-insert contact information

<<task>> choose contacts

-temporally memorizes chosen contacts

<<task>> navigate

-changes contact information

<<task>> search contact

-change the state of deleted contacts

<<task>> add contact

-deletes contacts permanently when the

<<task>> delete contacts

vConex system is closed

<<task>> edit details
<<task>> choose policy
<<task>> insert contact

Class: <<control>> Undo Handler
Description: Manages the recover of deleted contacts or recorded sessions

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-changes the state of the deleted contact

<<entity>> contact

or deleted recorded session to a normal

<<entity>> record

state, so when the vConex system is

<<task>> undoing deletion

closed those deleted items won’t be
deleted permanently
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Class: <<control>> Connection Handler
Description: Manages the connections of a videoconference session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-establishes connections between

<<entity>> contact

locations

<<boundary>> remote locations

-terminates connections between

<<task>> view active connections

locations

<<task>> hang up connection

-transmits a recorded session to the

<<task>> choose connection

current remote locations

<<task>> re-connect

-retrieves information from the current

<<task>> make connection

connections

<<task>> accept incoming connection

-communicates with the remote

<<task>> reject incoming connection

Locations

<<task>> transmit recorded session

Class: <<control>> Record Handler
Description: Manages recorded sessions

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-retrieves recorded sessions

<<entity>> record

-changes the state of deleted recorded

<<task>> choose recorded session

sessions

<<task>> search recorded session
<<task>> delete recorded session

Class: <<control>> Image Handler
Description: Manages the image definition of a screen by communicating with the projection
system

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-communicates with the projection

<<boundary>> projection system

system for setting the

<<task>> set brightness

brightness/contrast level values

<<task>> set contrast

-transmits the level of image brightness
or contrast
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Class: <<control>> Screen Handler
Description: Manages the screens to show by the projectors

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-retrieves screen images

<<boundary>> projection system

-turns on/off projectors

<<task>> choose screen

-divides the audience screen with the chosen

<<task>> turn off screen

remote audience views
<<task>> turn on screen
<<task>> choose remote views

Class: <<control>> Device Handler
Description: Manages the communication with the presentation device

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-communicate with the presentation

<<boundary>> presentation device

device

<<task>> choose device

Class: <<control>> Recording Handler
Description: Manages the recording of a session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-creates a logical record of the session

<<entity>> session

-manages the logical recording of the

<<entity>> record

session

<<task>> record session

-stores the logical record of the session

<<task>> pause session recording
<<task>> stop session recording
<<task>> store record
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Class: <<control>> Player Handler
Description: Manages the playing of a recorded session

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-start playing a recorded session

<<entity>> record

-interrupts temporarily a playing

<<task>> play a record

-finishes playing a recorded session

<<task>> pause a record

-forwards the playing of a recorded

<<task>> stop a record

session

<<task>> forward a record

-backwards the playing of a recorded

<<task>> backward a record

session

Class: <<control>> Sound Handler
Description: Manages the sound volume levels and communicates with the microphones
and sound speakers

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-change the sound volume by

<<boundary>> sound system

communicating the values to the systems

<<boundary>> microphones

-cuts or the sound from the systems

<<task>> activate incoming sound

-transmits the sound level values

<<task>> mute incoming sound
<<task>> set speakers volume
<<task>> activate outgoing sound
<<task>> mute outgoing sound
<<task>> set microphone volume
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Class: <<control>> Activate Videoconference System
Description: manages the activation of the videoconference supporting systems

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-communicate and activate the systems

<<boundary>> sound system
<<boundary>> microphones
<<boundary>> projection system
<<boundary>> camera system
<<task>> initiate session

Class: <<control>> Shutdown Videoconference System
Description: manages the deactivation of the videoconference supporting systems

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-communicate and deactivates the

<<boundary>> sound system

systems

<<boundary>> microphones
<<boundary>> projection system
<<boundary>> camera system
<<task>> initiate session
<<boundary>> sound system
<<boundary>> microphones

Entities

Class: <<entity>> Contact
Description: Represents the contact associated to a remote location

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Retain information about contacts

<<control>> contact handler

-Supplies information about contacts

<<control>> undo handler
<<control>> connection handler
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Class: <<entity>> Policy
Description: Represents the policies associated to the contacts

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Retain information about policies

<<control>> contact handler

- Supplies information about policies

Class: <<entity>> Record
Description: Represents the recorded sessions

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Retain information about records

<<control>> undo handler

- Supplies information about records

<<control>> record handler
<<control>> recording handler
<<control>> player handler

Class: <<entity>> Session
Description: Represents the session that is taking place

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Retain information about images, sound

<<control>> recording handler

and intervenients of a videoconference
session
-Supplies the same information as above

Boundaries

Class: <<boundary>> Remote locations
Description: Represents remote locations systems

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Receive and send information to

<<control>> Connection Handler

remote location systems
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Class: <<boundary>> Presentation device
Description: Represents the presentations devices that are connected to the system

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Send and receive information to/from

<<control>> Device Handler

the presentation devices

Class: <<boundary>> Sound system
Description: Represents the sound system

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Send and receive information to/from

<<control>> Sound Handler

the sound system

<<control>> Activate videoconference
system
<<control>> Shutdown videoconference
System

Class: <<boundary>> Microphones
Description: Represents the microphones system

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Send and receive information to/from

<<control>> Sound Handler

the sound system

<<control>> Activate videoconference
System
<<control>> Shutdown videoconference
System

Class: <<boundary>> Camera system
Description: Represents the camera’s system that controls the cameras

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Send and receive information to/from

<<control>> Activate

the cameras system
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Class: <<boundary>> Projection System
Description: Represents the system that controls the projectors

Responsibility:

Collaborator:

-Send and receive information to/from

<<control>> Image handler

the projectors system

<<control>> Shutdown videoconference
System
<<control>> Activate videoconference
System
<<control>> Screen Handler

4.4 Presentation Model
Based on the conceptual architecture we did a presentation model. This presentation model
represents the structure of the presentation entities that will be mapped to the physical
interaction system presentation of vConex. The symbol used to represent the interaction
spaces are the interaction space symbol of WISDOM notation (Nunes, et al.).
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Figure 46: Presentation Model
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Virtual Keyboard

The meaning of the association stereotypes «navigates» and «contains» are (Nunes, et al. p.
19):


«navigates»: This association stereotype denotes that a user is moving from one
interaction space to another. This association can the unidirectional or bidirectional.



«contains»: This association stereotype denotes that a interaction space contains the
other targeted interaction space. This association is unidirectional.

Finally, to clear the notation of the WISDOM presentation model, we put in some interaction
spaces the stereotypes «input element», «output element», «action».


«input element»: This attribute stereotype denotes that the interaction space receives
information from the user.



«output element»: This attribute stereotype denotes that the interaction space
presents information to the user.



«action»: This operation stereotype denotes that a user can do something in the
interaction space that causes a significant change in the internal state of the system.

5. Abstract Prototypes
Base on the presentation model seen in the previous section, we made canonical abstract
prototypes of the vConex user interfaces.
The next canonical abstract prototype models the main interface of the system, the session
controller.
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Figure 47: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Session Controller

When touching on the image definition of one of the screens in the interface above, the user
will be presented with a floating interface of the image definition. The next canonical abstract
prototype, models it.

Figure 48: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Image Definition
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In the above interface, the user can see the image of the chosen screen, and control the levels
of brightness and contrast by interactive sliders.
When the user touches “Stop” while recording, the next floating user interface will show up.
The user can Store or Discard, but discarding the recording is temporary, so the user could
recover in case of touching by mistake in the Discard button.

Figure 49: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Store Record

Next, we present the contact browser prototype, which is simply a contact repository where a
user can manage remote location contacts.
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Figure 50: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Contact Browser

By the session controller, in the Screen Browser area, when the user touches “Add
Presentation Device” he will be presented by the next floating interface where the system
shows him a list of connect presentation devices (laptops, VRC/DVD, or TV, etc.) and gives a
mean of choosing what device image to be displayed in what screen of the videoconference
room. This action will be done by “drag and drop” and information on how to do it will be
given. That information should be short and understandable.

Figure 51: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Add Presentation Device

When touching in “Recorded Sessions Browser” at the session controller interface, the user will
be presented by the next floating interface. Then, when he selects one of the sessions, and
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gives it OK, the session controller interface will be changed so that a record player will be
showed instead of the recording controls. The user should be informed by this change with
some mechanism, such an animation guiding him for that changed area of the main interface.

Figure 52: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Choose Remote Audience Views
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Figure 53: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Recorded Sessions Browser

By the Record Player, the user is able to transmit the recorded session to the current
connected remote locations.

Figure 54: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Record Player

When receiving a connection from a remote location, if the contact doesn’t have any policy
attached (e.g. Accept Always, Block), the next floating interface will show up so that the user
controlling the system can accept or reject manually.
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Figure 55: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Connection Receiver

The next canonical abstract prototype models the connection dialer interface. A user can write
the address of the desired remote location, if that remote location doesn’t exist in the contact
list. Or, he can choose from the contact list.

Figure 56: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Make Connection

When terminating a session, a floating confirmation appears to the user. We’ve avoided using
confirmations; this is the only case that confirmation happens.
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Figure 57: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Session Termination Confirmation

Next, we did an abstract prototype of the virtual keyboard that appears floating whenever a
user touches in an input text box.

Figure 58: Canonical Abstract Prototype - Virtual Keyboard
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6. Detailed Visual Design

Figure 59: High Fidelity Prototype - Session Controller
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Figure 60: High Fidelity Prototype - Image Definition

Figure 61: High Fidelity Prototype - Store Record
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Figure 62: High Fidelity Prototype - Contact Browser
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Figure 63: High Fidelity Prototype - Add Presentation Device
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Figure 64: High Fidelity Prototype - Choose remote audience views
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Figure 65: High Fidelity Prototype - Recorded Sessions Browser

Figure 66: High Fidelity Prototype - Record Player
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Figure 67: High Fidelity Prototype - Record Player in the Session Controller

Figure 68: High Fidelity Prototype - Connection Receiver
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Figure 69: High Fidelity Prototype - Make Connection

Figure 70: High Fidelity Prototype - Terminate Session
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Figure 71: High Fidelity Prototype - Virtual Keyboard

7. Use case points estimation
For the calculation of the use case points we (Clemmons, 2006):






Determined and computed UUCPs (Unadjusted Use Case Points)
Determined and computed TCFs (Technical Complexity Factor)
Determined and computed ECFs (Environment Complexity Factor)
Determined the PF (Productivity Factor)
Computed the estimated number of hours

For the UUCPs, we gave a classification for each task case and each actor. For the Unadjusted
Use Case Weight (UUCW), the weights are: 5 to simple; 10 to average; and 15 to complex. And
for the Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW): 1 to simple, 2 to average and 3 to complex.

Table 2: Use Case Points Estimation - Unadjusted Weight per Task Case

Task Case
T01
T02
T03
T04
T05
T06
T07

Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW)
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Average
Average
Simple

Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW)
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
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T08
T09
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19
T20
T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38

Simple
Average
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Average
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Average
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Average
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Average
Average
Average

Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex

Based on this data, we calculated the UUCPs.
UUCPs= UUCW+UAW= 29*5+9*10+38*3 = 145+90+114=349
Next, we calculated the Technical Factors of the system.
Table 3: Use Case Points Estimation - Technical Factors

Technical Factor
TF1
TF2
TF3
TF4
TF5
TF6
TF7
TF8
TF9
TF10

2
1
1
1

0
5
5
2

Calculated
Factor
0
5
5
2

1
0.5
0.5
2
1
1

2
3
5
2
2
1

2
1.5
2.5
4
2
1

Description
Distributed System
Performance
End user efficiency
Complex internal
processing
Reusability
Easy to install
Easy to use
Portability
Easy to change
Concurrency

Perceived
Complexity

Weight
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TF11
TF12

TF13

Special Security
features
Provides Direct
Access for third
parties
Special user training
facilities are
required

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

Total Factor

26

With this data, we calculated the TCF (Technical Complexity Factor).
TCF = 0.6 + (0.01*26) = 0.86
Next we calculated the ECF (Environment Complexity Factor).
Table 4: Use Case Points Estimation - Environment Complexity Factor

Environmental
Factor
EF1
EF2
EF3
EF4
EF5
EF6
EF7

EF8

1.5

3

Calculated
Factor
4.5

-1
0.5
0.5

3
3
4

-3
1.5
2

1

3

3

1
-1

5
3

5
-3

2

4

8

Total Factor

18

Description

Perceived
impact

Weight

Familiarity with
UML
Part Time workers
Analyst Capability
Application
experience
Object-oriented
Experience
Motivation
Difficult
Programming
Language
Stable
Requirements

So the ECF is the following:
ECF = 1.4+(-0,03*18) = 1.4-0,54 = 0.86
Finally, to calculate the final value of UCP we needed the values of UUCP, TCF and ECF
Table 5: Use Case Points Estimation - Factor Values

Factor
UUCP
TCF
ECF

Value
349
0,86
0,86

So with these values, we calculated the UCP.
UCP = UUCP*TFC*ECF = 258 use case points
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For the PF (Productivity factor) we used the value of 20 as suggested by specialists (Clemmons,
2006 p. 21). With this we calculated the hours necessary to complete the project.
Total estimated = UCP*PF = 258*20= 5160 hours
If we divided the UCP by a week of 40 hours we obtain, 129 man-week. In a team of four
people, its duration will be about 8 months.

8. Conclusion
Developing software using usage centered design techniques can be very effective. By using it
we can understand better who the real users are and how other people can influence the
system, even if they do not use it directly. We can understand what are the real necessities of
the users and not what the user want.
Understanding better our users, and the environment in which they work, will lead to simplest
interfaces, more easy to use, liberating the user of unnecessary work. It will help the
programmers either, because they will program only the necessary.
Another important point is traceability. Using these techniques we can justify, why one
particular element or space exists, and its function.
The process that we use was not linear. When we started the project we had little information
about it. In the process, we learned things, so we had to go back and change the models, so
they could contain the knowledge that was acquired during the process.
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